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The freedom of these Articles has induced several paleobotanists to devise 
systems of nomenclature which use arbitrary connecting vowels to indicate a 
particular morphological characteristic, thus assisting the memory in retrieving a 
name more easily. An example of this is the names Laevigatisporites and 
Laevigatosporites, assigned to smooth trilete and monolete spores, respectively, 
by Ibrahim (1933). 

With the decline of facility in Latin among the scientific community, systematic 
names increasingly show signs of being composed in an "absolutely arbitrary 
manner", rather than in the grammatically correct manner of those well versed 
in the classical tradition, even if roots of Latin or Greek words can be recognized 
as a source of inspiration. 

In 1972, Srivastava elevated Stereisporites subgen. Distancoraesporis Krutzsch 
1963 (with distal anchors) to generic rank as Distancorisporis (Krutzsch Sri- 
vastava; Srivastava considers the change of "ae" into "i" as the correction of 
an orthographic error, required by Art. 73, paragraph 9 (quoted above in the 
Proposal). 

In view of the large number of names for fossil spores in particular, that have 
"wrong" connective vowels, where it is unclear whether such vowels were used 
unintentionally through inadequate knowledge of Latin, or deliberately with the 
freedom given in Arts. 20 and 23 to compose a name in any arbitrary manner, 
it seems disadvantageous for the nomenclature to "correct" all such names by 
changing such vowels; nomenclatural stability would not be served by such 
procedure. 

The intention of paragraph nine of Art. 73 is well expressed in Recommenda- 
tion 73G. The requirements of the paragraph as part of Art. 73, however, 
constitutes a contradictio in terminis when compared with the freedom allowed 
by Arts. 20 and 23. This contradiction can be removed with the deletion of 
paragraph nine. The resulting loss of some measure of grammatical correctness in 
names is well compensated for by the increased nomenclatural stability. 

For the sake of this stability, it may be desirable to prevent the deletion of 
paragraph 9, Art. 73, from having retroactive force. 
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Summary 

Weresub, Malloch and Pirozynski's proposal to delete the existing third paragraph of 
Article 59 to make it more in accord with other parts of the Code is considered. It is 
concluded that this would not be in the best interests of the stability of nomenclature 
in the fungi and consequently recommended that it be rejected by the next International 
Botanical Congress. 
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In proposals to make modifications in the existing Art. 59 to deal with cases 
not covered at the moment, Hawksworth and Sutton (1974) pointed out that 
"some mycologists are of the opinion that the whole of Art. 59 needs rethinking 
and simplifying". Weresub et al. (above) have acknowledged such deficiencies 
within Art. 59, have raised fundamental objections to its existing form and its 
proposed extension to cover additional cases, and have provided an impassioned 
resume of some of these problems that nevertheless are already well-known to 
mycologists dealing with perfect-imperfect state nomenclature. 

They note that the axioms of one correct name for each taxon with a 
particular circumscription and rank, and that each name is applied in accordance 
with its nomenclatural type, are fundamental to the Code. A third axiom must 
also be mentioned, however, which appears in the Preamble to the Code, "This 
Code aims at the provision of a stable method of naming taxonomic groups, 
avoiding and rejecting the use of names which may cause error or ambiguity or 
throw science into confusion" (Stafleu et al., 1972: 15). It is the past confusion 
surrounding the names, their application, and most of all their authorities, which 
have been applied to perfect states, imperfect states and the two combined as a 
whole fungus, that prompted our proposed extension of Art. 59. The object of 
the rules is to put the names of the past into order and to provide for the future. 
In the case of the fungi where many common organisms with complex life 
cycles or different states are of pathological or industrial importance as a whole 
or as different states, this third axiom is particularly relevant and must be taken 
into account. 

Paragraph 3 of the existing Art. 59 may be objected to on the grounds which 
Weresub et al. describe yet it was proposed, discussed and accepted for inclusion 
as part of the Code. Is the omission of it, as they propose, in the best interests 
of a "stable method of naming taxonomic groups"? The solution they propose 
may be more esoterically pleasing to nomenclaturalists and bring the naming of 
fungi into conformity with that of other groups but as it would mean the 
replacement of what are at present the nomenclaturally correct names for many 
organisms of pathogenic and industrial importance we do not feel that it would 
be in the interests of nomenclatural stability. 

This paragraph will have been in operation in mycological nomenclature for 
a decade by the time the Leningrad Code appears and mycologists are required 
to follow the acceptance of any new proposals. Weresub et al. note that the 
nomenclatural secretariat of the International Mycological Association has ap- 
pointed a Subcommittee to consider possible changes in Art. 59, indeed one of 
us (D.L.H.) is a member of that secretariat. As we have already pointed out, 
(Hawksworth and Sutton, 1974), however, we feel that it is unlikely that any 
general agreement can be achieved in the near future. Even if this subcommittee 
is able to agree amongst itself, proposals will have to be considered separately 
by the International Association for Plant Taxonomy's Special Committee for 
Fungi and Lichens prior to an International Botanical Congress. The issues are 
admittedly controversial and because of the lengthy procedural route, firm 
proposals for a complete reconstruction of Art. 59 are unlikely to be presented 
until an International Botanical Congress after that in Leningrad in 1975. The 
resultant Code will appear some years after this. The piecemeal changes in Art. 
59 in the Leningrad Code envisaged by Weresub et al. would clearly not be in 
the interests of nomenclatural stability, whereas our proposal, which is merely 
an extension of the principles in the present Art. 59, obviously would be. 

In the meantime, before a satisfactory new Art. 59 can be formally approved 
and incorporated into the Code, mycologists working with perfect-imperfect 
state names both from the indexing and taxonomic research standpoints need 
clear guidelines concerning the procedures they are required to adopt in correctly 
naming and citing the authorities of taxa in which these problems occur. 

Far from embarking on an insidious hidden attack to weaken the foundations 
of the Code and which tends to isolate fungal nomenclature from the rest of the 
Code (Art. 59 was written by mycologists for mycologists and voted into the 
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Code by mycologists and lichenologists), it seems that the most satisfactory 
approach at the moment is to extend the existing Art. 59 to cover cases not 
treated at present in it. Our proposal does this according to principles already 
inherent in the Article. The adoption of this proposal will make a somewhat 
unwieldy Art. 59 but one which covers any situation liable to occur, and 
mycologists already accustomed to the existing paragraph 3 are unlikely to find 
much difficulty in using it. In our view the proposals we have advanced 
(Hawksworth and Sutton, 1974) are the most satisfactory solution to a difficult 
mycological situation it seems possible to devise. They are entirely within the 
framework of the existing Art. 59 and moreover will cause the least change in 
the application of particular names, despite certain anomalies with the rest of 
the Code. 

It should perhaps also be emphasized that our proposals are evidently similar 
to those which the late Professor M. A. Donk would have considered as the 
logical solution of the existing anomalies, judging from the advice he gave to 
Stolk and Samson (1972). As we have pointed out (Hawksworth and Sutton, 
1974), however, the procedures adopted by Stolk and Samson (1972) are 
inadmissible under the existing Art. 59. 

We consequently recommend that the proposal of Weresub et al. (1974) be 
rejected by the Leningrad International Botanical Congress and that of Hawks- 
worth and Sutton (1974) be adopted in the interests of nomenclatural stability. 

We are very grateful to Drs. L. K. Weresub, D. Malloch and K. Pirozynski for 
making a copy of their paper available to us prior to its publication. 
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PROPOSAL FOR AN ADDITION TO ARTICLE 73 OF THE CODE 

A. C. Crundwell: 

44: In paragraph 9, line 2, after "connecting vowel" add the words "or the use 
of a hyphen with or in the place of a connecting vowel", the paragraph thus reading: 

The use of a wrong connecting vowel or vowels (or the omission of a connecting 
vowel or the use of a hyphen with or in the place of a connecting vowel) in a name 
or an epithet is treated as an orthographic error (see Rec. 73G). 

The code contains no clear ruling on the admissibility of hyphens with con- 
necting vowels. In Recommendation 73G it is stated that the hyphens in the 
examples given in it are solely for explanatory purposes, and this could be taken 
as implying that such hyphens are not recommended, though hardly that they are 
inadmissible. In Recommendation 46B the epithet albo-niger appears with no 
suggestion of official disapproval of its orthography. 

This lack of clarity in the Code has led to divergence in practice. In the 
past many authors of new names have used hyphens in conjunction with 
connecting vowels, though few if any do so to-day. Most present-day authors 
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